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ON S-REDUCIBLE FINSLER SPACES

M. VERMA, B. N. PRASAD AND R. K. PANDEY

1. Introduction

To study the theory of Fields in a Finsler space Fn, it is important to

introduced the Ricci tensors of Fn. The Ricci tensor

hkRi; = Rhiik9 {1.1)

of a Riemanian space plays the essential role in the theory of graviation. But we

have very few papers ((8], (9]) concern with such tensors of (0, 2) type constructed
from the curvature tensors of Fn.

For the v-curvature tensor Shijk of Fn, the problem is interesting because it
is regarded as the Riemanian curvature tensor of the tangent Riemanian space

of Fn. The v-Ricci tensor of Fn is defined from v-curvature tensor Shijk as

邲 = s hkhijk9 (1.2)

This tensor is symmetric and indicatory tensor. In this paper we shall study
those Finsler spaces for which

邲 =phii +µCiCi (1.3)

where p andµare scalar functions, hii are components of angular metric tensor

and Ci are components of contracted C-tensor i.e.

Ci = Cfi (1.4)
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The v-Ricci tensor of C-reducible and semi C-reducible Finsler space is of this
form. So we shall say the Finsler space whose v-Ricci tensor is of the form (1.3)
as S-reducible Finsler space.

There are three kinds of torsion tensors in Cartan's theory of Finsler space
Fn. Two of them are (h) hv-tors1on tensor Cijk and (v)hv-torsion tensor P.尹
which ar~symmetric in all of its indices. Since the v-curvature tensor and. v

Ricci tensor are defined from the (h) hv-torsion tensor CJk. in cartan's theory of
Finsler spaces as
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＝姒 7l; + chic:k - a;ctk - c記為
=C記功- chic;k

Sihjk

(1.5)

Therefore, the forms of v-Ricci tensor of Finsler space will depend upon the

Many workers have obtained interesting forms of C硏special form of C琿

(1.6)
1
言 (hi;Ck + h;kCi + hk冷）

They are C-reducible ([31):

c尹

Semi C-reducible {[4]):

(1.7)
p .. q
n+l (h,ick + h;kci + hkic;) + -cic;ckc2Ciik

1
c2—cic;C1c

C2-like ((5)):

c尹 (1.8)

where p and q in (1. 7) are scalars satisfying p + q = 1.

The S3- and S4- like Finsler spaces are characterized by relations ([2] (41)
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(1.9)

(1.10)

n~4= S(hh;圧- hhkhi;),

= hhiMik + hik狐- hhk狐- hiiMhk

respectively. Where Sis (o)p-homogeneous and M,J·· ·1s symmetric and indicatory
tensor.
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The various transformations of a Finsler metric have been studied in the
literature ([11). We shall also study the conditions under which the S-reducible
Finsler space is transformed to S-reducible Finsler space under these transfor

mations of the metric.

2. The v-Ricci Tensor of Special Finsler Spaces

The v-curvature tensor of C-reducible Finsler space is given by ([3])

Siikl = (n:I)2(hi,Cik+h汴＠ －征焊 - hj心 ） (2.1)

where俘 = tcrCrhii + CiCi
With help of equations {1.2) and (2.1), we have

n-1
where p ==

(n + 1)2
c2

S;k = ph;k +µC;Ck

n-3
andµ= (n + 1)2

Therefore, we have the

Theorem訌 Every C-reducible Finsler space is S-reducible Finsler space.

The v-curvature tensor for semi C-reducible Finsler space is given as ([4])

L2Shiik = hhiMik + hik狐 -hhk狐 －蚡Mhk (2.2)

where
p望

h
p2

肌 = -L2 pq
2(n + 1)

2 ii - L2 { +— . .
(n+1)2 n+l

}c,c,

In view of equations (1.2) and (2.2), the v-Ricci tensor for semi C-reducible
Finsler space can be written as

Sii = phii +µCiCi

where

p = { (n - 3)p2c2 pC2 P..— -
')(~I 1、2 n + 1 2(+ q)}

and
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µ= (n- 3){五『 !ft}
hence, we have the following.

Theorem 訌 Every se而 C-reducible Finsler space is S -reducible Finsler

space.

The v-curvature tensor of S3-like Finsler space is wri~ten as {1.9). In view

of equations (1.2) and (1.9), the v-Ricci tensor for S3-like Finsler space can be

written as

Sii = phii +µCiCi

s
where p = - 一(n - 2) andµ= 0L2

Therefore, we have

Theorem 2.3. Every S3-like Finsler space is S-reducible Finsler space.

The v-curvature tensor for S4-like Finsler space is given by (1.10). In view

of equations (1.2) and (1.10), the v-Ricci tensor for S4-like Finsler space can be

written 臨

邲 = phii +µMii

Mhk9hk n - 3
where p = - L2 andµ= -(L2)

Therefore, we have the followings:

Theorem 2.4. The v-Ricci tensor of S4-like Finsler space is of the form

Sii = phii +µMii

and

Theorem 2.5. The S4-like Finsler space is S-reducible if and only if there

exits scalars a and f3 withµa + p f; 0 such that

Mij = a hij + f3 cicj
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In view of equations (1.8) and (1.5), we have

。Shi汴

which gives

。

The v-Ricci tensor of C2-like Finsler space vanishes iden-

Si;

Thus, we have

Theorem 2.6.
tically.

3. The Transformation of S-Reducible Finsler Space by an h-Vector

Prasad and Srivastave ([7]) obtained the relation between v-curvature ten

sors with respect to Cf of a Finsler space (Fn,L) and (Fn,L*), where L*(x,y)
is obtained from L(x, y) by the transformation

(3.1)L2(x,y) + (b記）2L*2(x, y)

where bi(x,y) is an h-vector in (Fn,L).

The v-curvature tensor has been given as

{3.2)Shiik = uShiik + hiidhk + hhk和 －圧 d杓－屈 心

where 和= fo1 hii + 02 mimi and 01 and 02 are scalar functions
b r

mi= b rY.- —·' L
l,

The contravariant component of fundamental metric tensor g•ii of (Fn, L*) has
been given by

(3.3)g•'i = (1一 1护－节严 (l'bi t /ib') t (I 一 u)t 十 u) l'li + i韌
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{3p lwhere u = (l+ ＿ 直 - .
L ), b2 =矗，/3 = b洄 and p = LC'b.. The (h) hv-tors1onn-l

tensor has been given by

C寸 = ct十土 (hi出+hjm_i + h?mi)

(1 一 u)f3p l
[ { U + (b2

132＿
L2A 2 L2 ) }ht,+ mim団

十 p [ { u + l (b2 132
LA一 － －—）}hijbh + mim嵒 ］2 L2 (3.4)

The angular metric tensor hii of (Fn, L*) has been given by

hij + z; z; = uhij + lilj + bibj (3.5)

where

L*lt = Lli + ()bi

The v-Ricci tensor of (Fn, L*) is obtained from equations (3.2), (3.3) and (1.3).,
which is given by

s;i ='Ahii +µCiC; + Bm泗j

where

A = [P+ ;M + XN(b2 一晨 ）十訐 {;(n - 3) + x(b2 - 荳 ）｝］，
1 (3 l

M = -(n - l)o1 + o泅 －戸），N = - + o2(b2
(32

2 --)2 L2
and

1 1 (32 2
B = 02 { -(n - 3) + -(b2 - -)} - -, A L2 A

In view of equations (1.4), (3.4), we get

(3.6)

CiCi = CtCJ - M(miCi + m菡）-M五ffij (3.7)

With th~help of equations (3.6), (3.5) and (3.7), we have

Si; = p*hi; +µ,*C;'CJ十彝启 - 1)1.1; +甚 (l;b; + l;b;) + (戶- 1)勗｝
-µM(miCi + miCi) + (B -µM2)mi叨 (3.8)
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A
where p* = - andµ*=µ. Thus we have the following

u

Theorem 3.1. An S-reducibl Finsler space is transformed to an S-reducible
Finsler space under the transformation (3.1) if and only if

A L2
｛（

LfJ p2
；戸- l)lilj + 戸 ·(li柘十拈 ）十（戸 . - l)bibj}

+µM(miCi + m;Ci) + (B -µM2)mimi = 0.

4. The transformation of S-reducible Finsler space by cubic
transformation

Prasad, B. N. and Singh, J. N. {[6]) obtained the relation between v-curva
ture tensors of (Fn,L) and (Fn,L*) by the transformation

L*3 = L3 + (33 (4.1)

where (3 = b面 ，b ()" fi x 1s a component o a covariant vector which is a function of
position alone. They also obtained the angular metric tensor hfi of (Fn, L*) as

吒 = phi;+ 2pqm1叨 (4.2)

where p = LL•-l, q = /3L•-1, mi = qli - pbi and li = 8iL Th. e contravanant
component of fundamental metric tensor g•ii of (Fn, L*) has been given by

尸 ==p一 1护- pq3 A(p + qb2)zizi + q2 A(libi + zibi) - 2pqAbi护 (4.3)

where b'= gi術 ，[i = g叨 ，b2 = gii bibj
and尸 =p3 _ q3 + 2p2 qb生

The (h)hv-torsion tensor c;f of (Fn, L*) has been given by

C寸 = ct 十五 (hfmi + hJmi) + pq.-\(qlh - 霍）Cii

十汩 (p+ qb勺立 hijlh +芍mimjbh (4.4)
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where Cij = Cijkbk. By using the above relation they gave the relation between
v-curvature tensors of (Fn,L) and (Fn,L*) as

s;:ijk = Pshijk + cijdhk + chk和- cikdh;

-C杓;dik + hiiEhk + hhkEi; - hikE杓; - hh;Eik (4.5)

where
p2,X p2q祆

扣 ＝—叭叩 -pq3心 －——hhk
L 4L

and

E卟＝闊 q2(2p3 + 1) - 2p子 ]mh叩－翦齿 －在 ）hhk-芍》c.k
In view of equation (1.2), the v-Ricci tensor s;i of (Fn, L*) is obtained with the
help of equations (4.3), (4.5) and (1.3) as

Sii =·[P(!cmbm - 2pqAChkbhb勺
p2q互
一 ..

p 4L
1 pq佽

- {-(n - 3) - 2pq.Xhhkbhbk}(q2 一 p2b勺(— )
p 8L2
1

+ (PEhk9hk - 2pq.XEhkbhbk)]的丑cicj

1 p互
+ (-Cmbm - 2pq.XChkbhb勺(— ffiiffij - pq3俘 ）

P L
1
p

+ { -(n - 3) - 2pq.Xh母hbk} [土 仔(2p3 + 1) - 汩｝4L2
2 2

mi叩－节立 ii]+ !(cii9hkdhk - Ctnbmdhip
- Cjmbmdik) - 2pq.X(pShiik + Cii辶 -Cikd匝

-C杓·庫 －厙 E朽－屆 Eik)b珝 {4.6)

In view of equations (1.4) and (4.4), we get
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Ci切 = CtCJ + M(miCi + miCi)

+ 2p2q.\(CiCi. + CiCi.) - M2mi.mi

- 2p2q.\M(miCi. + miCi.) - 4p4q2 .\Ci.Ci. (4.7)

where
q2 q2 p祆

M = -{(p一1-n+l)- - - +—(b2 - {J勺L2)}
2L 2L L

and

Ci. = C認

Using equations (4.2) and {4.7), the equation (4.6) can be written as

s;i = p*hti +µ*Cl吋 +Ati

where
p* = !:. [P - (!:.cmbm - 2pq.XChkbh护）立

p p 4L
l pq佽- { -(n - 3) - 2pq.Xhhkbhbk}(q2 - p2b2)(—)p 8L2
1

+ (PEhk9hk - 2pq.XEhkbhbk)],

(4.8)

A'!'.
i3 ＝

µ字= µ

-2中- (!cmbm - 2pqAChkb的五
p 4L

1 pq4A- {-(n - 3) - 2pqAhhkbhb勺 (q2 _ p2b勺(— )p 8L2
1

+ (PEhk9hk - 2pqAEhkbh幻]mimj

+µ{M(miCi + miCi) + 2p汨(cicj. + cjci.)

-M沅mi - 2p2qAM(miCj. + m芯）
1

－硒 2 A2Ci.Cj.} + (-Cmbm - 2pqAChkbhb勺
p

p2 >.. (n - 3)
(-y-mimi 一紀 Cii) + {- —- 2pqAhhkbh护｝

p

喧 伊(2p3 + 1)- 2p珝}m;m;一勺鬥 ］
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1
十 -(Cii9hkdhk - C記西加- cfmbm心）
p
- 2pqA(pShiik + Ciidhk - 但和- Chidik
- hik氐 －的丘）b団

Therefore, we have the following:

Theorem 4.1. An S-reducible Finsler space 蕊 transformed to an S -reduci
ble Finsler space under the transformation (4.1} if and only if

A;i = 0.

5. The transformation of S-reducible Finsler space by one Form

Let (Fn,L*) be a Finsler space obtained from a Finsler space (Fn,L) by the
transformation

L*2位 ，y) == L2 (X'y) + (32 (5.1)

where /3 = bi() i·x y 1s of form in (Fn,L). Such fa trans ormat1on was fiest intro-
duced by M. Matsumoto ([1]) Th. e contravanant component of metric tensor
g*ii of (Fn, L*) has been given as

1 ..
严 = ii-—1 + b2

b'b3

where bi = /i bi and b2 = yii勗
We a.Iso gave the (h) hv-torsion tensor CJi of (Fn,L*) as

邙 = c;「己C.jkb-1

(5.2)

(5.3)

where C.jk = Cijkbi
By using the above relation, he obtained a relation between v--curvature tensors
of (Fn,L) and (Fn,L*) as

S汕 = Siikl+己 (c.ikc.j, - c.il辶 ） (5.4)
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(5.5)
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With the help of equations (5.3) and (1.4), we get

c,c; = c;c; - (『孟 ；2 + (C;C..; + C;C.. ;)/(1 + b勺

a2 L*
From (5.1), :we get the angular metric tensor h'!'. = L一——i; fJyifJyJ of (Fn, L *) as

(5.6)。2 L2 廎
h;i = hij +戸 lilj十戸 b尤十戸 (l馮十扭）

In view of equations (1.2), (1.3), (5.2) and (5.4), the v-Ricci tensor is obtained
as given below:

(5.7)

1
= phi;+µCiCi+— (C~C.;k - C.C.ii)1 + b2

1 1
-— [S.i;.+— (C..;C.. i - C...C.i;)]1+ 护 1 + b2

S~
＂

Using equations (5.5) and (5.6), equation (5.7) can be written as

(5.8)p*hii +µ*CtCJ + B7js~
＂

where p* = p andµ* =µand

{J2 L2 L{J
= p{戸 lilj +戸 bibj 十戸 (l正因

C,C..j + CjC.. i C .. iC..j 1
+µ 1 十护 - {1 +岬 十戸 面國 c.ik - c.c.ij - s.ij.)

1
-一 {1 +护）2 (C..jC.. i - C... G.ij

S*ij

Therefore, we have the following:

Theorem 5.1. An S-reducible Finsler space is transformed to an S-reduci

ble Finsler space under the tranaformation (5.1) if and only if

。B~-iJ
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6. The transformation of S-reducible Finsler space by /3-change

Let (Fn,L*) be a Finsler space obtained from a Finsler space (Fn,L) by the
transformation ([l])

134

(6.1)L(x,y) + f3(x,y)

where /3 = bi(x)yi.

The contravariant component of metric tensor has been given as

L*(x,y)

LL*-1ii - LL*-2(yib; + y;bi) + (Lb2 + [3)L*一3yiyj
.'.'＊g (6.2)

where bi= i衞 and b2 = giibibj

The (h) hv-torsion tensor CJ£of (Fn, L亨） has been given as

= ci 1
, k - -L*-1(hf叭 +hi皿+ hik記）2

c*iik

(6.3)- {L*一1c.ik 1- -L*一2(
2 mhik - 2mimk) }yi

where hij = 9ii - L一2Yi皝 加 ＝缽 一五 －柘

The v-curvature tensor of (Fn,L*) has been given as

=L汩 Siikl + i記 (L*L方(hil扭 －圧 hjt)
1

十社 一1即C.jk-厙C.jl +知C.il - hj1C.ik)
1

十 4(L*L尸(hi西四－厙ffijffil + h珥nim1 - hi画祠 (6.4)

S*ijkl

(6.5)

where 記 = 9ijffli記

With the help of equations (1.4) and (6.3), we get

cicj = c:c; + (干 ）L可Cimj + Cimi) - (宇 )2 L*-沅fflj

From (6.1), we have the following relation between angular metric tensor of
(Fn,L) and (Fn,L*)

(6.6)（
L

L + /3
)htj％
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I卫 view of equation (1.2) and using also the relations (6.2), (6.4), (1.3), we have

s;i = (p + A)hii +µCiCi + BCii + Db嵒 (6.7)

where
1 1 1
-{m2L*一2(n-2)+-L一 ic. + -L-2記｝f 2 4
-L可 1
2 n - 3) and D = -L一2(n - 3)

4

Using equation (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7), the v-Ricci tensor of (Fn, L事） is given as

A

B

舄 = p*h;i +µ*c;c; + n;j
where

(6.8)

＇
p+A=(-
L+/3

)L, µ拿 µ

and

廌 ＝芬(n + l)L可Cimi + Cfmi) + {D - µ(閂与尸 }mimi + BCii

Therefore, we have the

Theorem 6.1. An S-reducible Finsler space is transformed to an S-reduci

ble Finsler space under the transformation (6.1) if and only if

n;i = o.
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